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God of War - Chains of Olympus (U)(PSN) Dragon Ball Z - Shin Budokai 2 (E)(M5)(OE) God of War - Ghost of Sparta (U)(M3)(pSyPSP) Naruto Shippuden - Ultimate Ninja Heroes 3 (U)(PSPKiNG) Dragon Ball Z - Tenkaichi Tag Team (U)(pSyPSP) FIFA 14 - Legacy Edition (E)(BAHAMUT) Grand Theft
Auto - Vice City Stories (E)(M5)(pSyPSP) WWE SmackDown vs RAW 2011 (U)(pSyPSP) Naruto Shippuden - Ultimate Ninja Impact (U)(M3)(PLAYASiA) Assassin's Creed - Bloodlines (U)(M5)(pSyPSP) Kingdom Hearts - Birth by Sleep (U)(pSyPSP) Mortal Kombat - Unchained (U)(pSyPSP) Pro Evolution
Soccer 2013 (U)(M4)(PLAYASiA) Kamen Rider Super Climax Heroes (J)(PLAYASiA) Grand Theft Auto - Liberty City Stories (E)(M5)(MSPUP) Metal Gear Solid - Peace Walker (U)(pS)(pS)yPSP) Digimon Adventure (J)(KAiJU) Crisis Core - Final Fantasy VII (E)(BAHAMUT) Spider-Man 3 (E)(M5)(2CH)



Dragon Ball Z - Shin Budokai Another Road (U)(pSyPSP) Monster Hunter Freedom Unite (U)(BAHAMUT) Sword Art Online - Infinity Moment (J)(PLAYASiA) Gods Eater Burst (U)(PSPKiNG) Yu-Gi-Oh GX Tag Force 3 (E)(M8)(pSyPSP) UFC 2010 Onbetwist (U)(PSPKiNG) WWE Smackdown vs Raw 2010
(U)(VENOM) Need For Speed - Underground Rivals (U)(DEV) Tekken - Dark Resurrection (E)(M5)(pSyPSP) SD Gundam G Generation Over World (J)(Caravan) Metal Slug Anthology (E)(BAHAMUT) FIFA Street 2 (E)(M3)(pSyPSP) Dissidia 012 - Duodecim Final Fantasy (U)(M5))(PSPKiNG) Ragnarok
Tactics (U)(PLAYASiA) Silent Hill Origins (E)(M5)(iND) Ben 10 - Alien Force (U)( M5)(pSyPSP) Def Jam - Fight for NY - The Takeover (U)(pSyPSP) Dissidia - Final Fantasy (U)(BAHAMUT) Shin Megami Tensei - Persona 3 Portable (U)(PSPKiNG) Prince of Persia - Revelations (E)(M5)(PGS) Midnight Club
3 - DUB Edition (v2)(U)(Googlecus) Need for Speed - Most Wanted 5-1-0 (C)(Googlecus) Call of Duty - Roads to Victory (G)(DARKFORCE) Naruto Shippuden - Ultimate Ninja Heroes 3 (E)(M5)(ZER0) Metal Gear Solid - Peace Walker (E)(M5)(ZER0) One Piece - Romance Dawn - Bouken no Yoake (J)(
Caravan) Saint Seiya Omega - Ultimate Cosmo (J)(KAiJU) Castlevania - The Dracula X Chronicles (U)(pSyPSP) Yu-Gi-Oh 5D's Tag Force 5 (U)(M5))(pSyPSP) Phantasy Star Portable 2 (U)(pSyPSP) Naruto Shippuden - Ultimate Ninja Impact (E)(M5)(DARKFORCE) Crash of the Titans (E)(BAHAMUT)
Soul Calibur - Broken Destiny (U)(pSyPSP) Ghost Rider (E)(M5)(pSyPSP) Jeanne d'Arc (U)(EMiNENT) Little Big Planet (E)(M12)(ZER0) TMNT - Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (E)(M5)(DARKFORCE) Sengoku Basara - Chronicle Heroes (J)(Caravan) God of War - Ghost - Ghost van Sparta (E)(M5)(M5)
(iND) Star Wars - Battlefront II (E)(M5)(PGS) Patapon 3 (U)(M4)(BAHAMUT) Mega Man - Maverick Hunter X (U)(DMU) Tekken - Dark Resurrection (U)(ARTiSAN) Dragon Ball Z - Tenkaichi Tag Team (E)(M5)(RoME) Dai-2-Ji Super Robot Taisen Z Saisei-hen (J)(Caravan) Marvel - Ultimate Alliance 2 (U)
(PSPKiNG) Monster Hunter Portable 3rd (J)(iND) Grand Theft Auto - Chinatown Wars Hunter x Hunter Hunter Wonder Adventure (J)(PLAYASiA) Resistance - Retribution (U)(M4)(pSyPSP) LEGO Batman - The Video Game (U)(pSyPSP) God of War - Chains of Olympus (E)(M5)(BAHAMUT) Final Fantasy
Tactics - The War of the Lions (U)(pSyPSP) Tomb Raider - Legend (U)(DMU) Assassin's Creed - Bloodlines (E)(M6)(BAHAMUT) Burnout Dominator (E)(pSyPSP) 3e verjaardag, The (U)(PLAYASiA) Naruto - Ultimate Ninja Heroes 2 - The Phantom Fortress (U)(ZRY) Grand Theft Auto - Vice City Stories (U)
(Start2) Dragon Ball Z - Shin Budokai (U)(DMU) Kingdom Hearts - Birth by Sleep (E)(M5)(ZER0) Yu-Gi-Oh GX Tag Force 2 (U)(EMiNENT) WWE SmackDown vs RAW 2006 (E)(M5)(GP) Naruto Shippuden - Narutimate Accel 3 (J)(Caravan) Harvest Moon - Boy &amp; Girl (U)(pSyPSP) Street Fighter
Alpha 3 MAX (E)(DvB) WWE SmackDown vs RAW 2011 (E)(M5)(RoME) King of Fighters Collection - The Orochi Saga , The (U)(Venom) Dante's Inferno (U)(PLAYME) Bleach - Heat the Soul 7 (C)(NRP) All Kamen Rider - Rider Generation 2 (J)(PLAYASiA) Valkyria Chronicles II (U)(BAHAMUT) Game
TITLE Rating Downloads Grand Theft Auto - Vice City Stories 4.1/5 485,517 Naruto Shippuden - Ultimate Ninja Impact 4.1/5 442,921 God Of War - Ghost Of Sparta 3.9/5 431,018 Tekken 6 4.1/5 386,571 Dragon Ball Z - Tenkaichi Tag Team 3.9/5 363,932 Dragon Ball Z - Shin Budokai 4.1/5 340,230
Dragon Ball Z - Shin Budokai 2 3.9/5 298,270 Assassin's Creed - Bloodlines 4/5 255,343 Naruto Shippuden - Ultimate Ninja Heroes 3 4.1/5 246,148 WWE SmackDown Vs. RAW 2011 4/5 223,844 FIFA 14 3.7/5 216,380 Need For Speed - Most Wanted 5-1-0 3.7/5 201,804 Dragon Ball Z - Shin Budokai
Another Road 3.8/5 179,144 Spider-Man 3 3.9/5 178,339 God Of War - Chains Of Olympus 3.8/5 156,040 Monster Hunter Freedom Unite 4.4/5 145,972 Ben 10 - Protector Of Earth 3.5/5 138,147 Mortal Kombat - Unchained 4/5 128,420 Bleach - Heat The Soul 7 4.1/5 121,243 Def Jam - Fight For NY -
The Takeover 4.3/5 114,476 Introduced by Sony in E3 2003, the PlayStation Portable became a highlight all year round and shortly after its release in late 2004, it became the most powerful gaming device of its time. Compared to GBA, the PSP is quite similar in terms of launch time and sales, but in
terms of hardware configuration, the PSP turned out to be much stronger when it was said to be as strong as the PS1 and could run games up to different GB in size. Not only a pure gaming device, but PSP is also considered a mobile entertainment device when it offers a variety of powerful entertainment
applications such as web browser, youtube, a media player. With a large external speaker and a nice display, many people at that time used the PSP to replace the discomfort PC. The PSP is a handheld gaming device that should be fairly basic in size, 17cm in length, 7.4cm wide, 2.3cm thick and weighs
280 grams (including the battery). This is a size of that day until now for a handheld gaming device. Sony Sony also very fond of equipping his pet with a large 4.3 inch LCD screen with 16.77 million colors that can be displayed. The resolution of 480×272 is pretty meagre compared to now, but with 10
years ago, it was the best screen resolution that a compact gaming device could carry in itself. However, with the LCD background, you play for hours without eye strain. That's why so far, PSP devices are still very popular with users because of its portability. Unfortunately, SONY is no longer focused on
developing their handheld gaming devices. Instead, heavy gaming machines like the PS4 and PS5 are about to be released. Although equipped with entertainment capabilities, the PSP still only features the buttons of a basic gaming device. They are two keys L and R, the key buttons of the PlayStation
system (triangle, square, round and X) and an Analogue stick. So you can easily check everything. And of course, because it's a touch screen, users can touch anywhere on that LCD screen for faster access. Swipe is quite similar to smartphones as of now. The battery life of the PlayStation Portable
battery is quite small compared to other systems of Nintendo, with almost 2000mAh battery, you play games continuously for 3 hours with the network connection enabled. If you only listen to music and watch movies, the battery can last up to 24 hours. With thousands of games released, the number of
PSP ROMs on the website is also quite large, we have collected and uploaded nearly 2000 ROM files in a compressed format so users can easily download and use them. The internal file is . ISO, simply copy this file to the memory card and install it on your PSP device. For emulators, PPSSPP is the
best choice, PPSSPP supports all different platforms of Linux, Win, MACOS ... Playing PSP games on the emulator is pretty easy, similar to what you do on physical equipment. The good news is that up to 99% of PSP ROMs can run on emulators and physical devices. Some of the best PSP games are
God of War: Chains of Olympus, Metal Gear, Vice City Stories, Final Fantasy Tactics, LittleBigPlanet, Tekken 6... Playstation Portable or also known as PSP was a major advance in the world of handheld gaming devices. The PSP was the first such devices to compare well with the memory capacity and
graphics skills of the sixth generation consoles (original Xbox, Gamecube, PS2). It's hardware accelerator and dual processor can run ports that were very similar to those of the original PlayStation 2 versions (Persona 3, Grand Theft Auto), while the graphics capabilities of the DS, its rival were similar to
those of the Nintendo 64 and The roll-out of the system for 2004-2005 was a great success, despite initial concerns that the price was too high given that it was a handheld device. The life of the system lasted more than a one with many other newer versions of it released between the year 2005 and 2011.
After a while, the PSP became obsolete and the PS Vita was introduced to replace it, but many core gamers still own and play because easily run with homebrew software. Oddly enough, the PlayStation Portable (PSP) is considered a failure in certain circles, especially since despite Sony's superior
hardware, the Nintendo DS had almost double the sales. However, Sony's handheld device enjoyed a longer run and sold about 82 million units worldwide making it third on the list of the best-selling handheld device and 8th in the rank of best-selling video games of all time. Their software lineup probably
contributed to the negative reactions to the PSP. They had a strong lineup in certain genres, but were lacking in some others. When it comes to RPGs, it was probably one of the strongest, especially strategy hybrids such as Disgaea series, Japanese RPGs, Kingdom Hearts, Final Fantasy and Monster
Hunter. The PSP also had great games in genres like racing and driving, open-world sandbox, FPS and fighting. The PSP also equipped players to download a range of digital titles and some good emulators from the PS1 classics all from PlayStation. After leaking Sony's PS3 and PS2 master keys,
hackers began to access it, and they were able to use the PS1 emulation for games that were never officially released by Sony. In addition to all homebrew software, the good emulators for consoles with up to 16-bit generation were developed, now the system works well and you play everything on the go
whether it's the Sega Genesis or Atari 2600. The PSP-1000 through PSP 3000, the original PSP series, allows users to play games by downloading playstation network games to a local store or using an UMD mini drive. All the new iteration used the same type of basic design, but over time they added to
the internal storage and RAM and also increased the options for the video output. The PSP-300 also introduced a built-in microphone. In addition, the PSP Go is a cheap and portable version of the specific system used for the exercise of the UMD drive in case you are only interested in playing
downloaded games. It also has an extreme budget known as the PSP street which was only released outside the US and Japan without stereo sound or WiFi capabilities. When it comes to game, the PSP is not actually region-locked, however, the UMD movies were locked with their DVD region codes. It
doesn't really make sense to install custom firmware to root PSP to make it run what you want. Given the wide-open nature of the the PSP remains in popular demand among retro gamers. Unlocking the system with the simple prefabricated boot software on an SD card gives you a range of retro retro
including the ability to use any PSP ISO file of your choice. There is also a possibility to perform PSP ROMS on your portable devices such as smartphone or iPad. The tutorial on downloading and installing PSP Roms and emulators can be found on our website. Website.
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